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　　Abstract　　Study on the whispered tone is important to speech recognit ion and conversion in w hispered Chinese.In this paper , the

characterist ics of w hispered speech are int roduced and the tone features in w hispered Chinese are discussed.There is no fundamental fre-
quency in the w hispered speech , so other features , such as the amplitude envelope , durat ion , glottal area , lip area , formant , and vocal

tract length , are ex tracted and thei r cont ribut ions to the au tomatic tone recognit ion are compared.From the experiments w ith six simple

Chinese w hispered vow els in four tones , it is proved that loudness-weigh ted 32 Mel-f requency bands log-ampli tude envelopes and duration

can be used as the main tone features in the w hispered Chinese tone recognition.The average tone recognit ion rate app roaches that of the

human perception level.
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　　Whispering is a natural but unusual mode of speech.
There is no vocal cord vibration in the whispered speech

and it has low sound power.People can communicate

w ith whispered speech w ithout any difficulty.Because the
w hispered speech provides know ledge about the coding of

prosodic information when fundamental frequency (F0)is
not available , the w hispered tone is of interest to phoneti-
cians all over the world.In addition , with the wide use of

mobile phones , the need for private communication in

public is increasing.For privacy , people w hisper to the

phone.Sometimes , it is desired that the w hispered speech

can be converted into normal speech.Reconstruction of

normal speech could also be used by the aphonic individu-
als as a voice prosthesis[ 1] .Reconstruction of normal

speech from whispered speech needs the w hispered tone

information in the tonal language.However , some prob-
lems about whispered tone have not been solved up to

now.For example , which acoustic cues contribute to the

w hispered tone recognition ?How much contribution can

every tone feature offer? These problems should be solved

firstly before the reconstruction of normal speech from

whispered speech.Therefore , the study on the whispered

tone is of great importance.

Chinese is a tonal language.Every syllable has

the initial , f inal and tone.There are four lexical tones

w hich are commonly labeled in sequence f rom Tone 1

to Tone 4.The tonality of normal speech is charac-
terized mainly by the contours of i ts F0.In w his-

pered Chinese , there is no F 0 , but it can be ut tered

w ith four tones by speakers and its tone can be per-
ceived by receivers.Even in the isolated whispered

Chinese , the tone can be identified by audi tors.The
average tone perception score of 62.1% can be

achieved by the perception tests[ 2 ,3] .The tone per-
ception sco re of Tone 3 is the highest , and the sco re

of Tone 2 is the lowest among the four tones.At pre-
sent there are no repo rts about research on the whis-
pered tone recognition by the computer and on the

contribution of every whispered tone feature in the

automatic tone recognition.The tone recognition is

important to both whispered speech recogni tion and

reconst ruction of no rmal speech from whispered

speech in Chinese.So the tone features in the isolated

w hispered Chinese are studied by using an automatic

tone recogni tion system.

In this paper , the w hispered tone features are

discussed and a new feature for the automatic whis-
pered tone recognition is proposed.

1　Characteristics of whispered speech

When people talk in the w hispery mode , the
glot tis is half opened and the turbulent f low created

by exhaled air passing through this g lot tal const rict ion

provides a noise source of sound.There is no obvious

difference betw een the normal and whispered conso-
nant w hen comparing their spect rog rams , but there



are g reat differences betw een the normal and whis-
pered vow el.There is no vocal co rd vibrat ion , so the

w hispered vowel is not quasi-periodic and has no F 0 ,
but the fo rmants still exist.It is the narrow ing tract

in the false vocal fold regions and the w eak acoustic

coupling wi th the subglo ttal system that change the

vocal tract transfer funct ion , so the fi rst two formant

f requencies(F 1 and F2)shif t to higher frequency and

the formant bandw idths expand[ 4] .On the o ther

hand , due to the noise source , the w hispered speech

has lower sound power and longer duration than the

no rmal speech.Figure 1 gives the w aveforms and

spect rog rams of the normal and whispered vowel /a/.

Fig.1.　Comparisons between the normal and w hispered vow el /a/ .(a)Waveform;(b)narrow-band spect rogram;(c)wide-band spec-
t rogram.

2　Tone features extraction and comparison

Since F 0 is used to dif ferent iate the meanings of

v arious lexical items w ith identical consonants and

vow els in the tone language , and F 0 is absent in

w hisper , it may be difficult to explain how native

speakers of tone languages get the full information on

tones f rom whispered speech.There are a number of

possible explanations for this phenomenon:special
maneuvers of the whisper , substi tute of temporal en-
velope cues or stress features , and the aid of semantic

contex t[ 5] .By observing the spect rog rams / laryngo-
scopic videos and doing the perception tests , some re-
searchers thought that the w hispered tone might be

characterized by the ampli tude envelope , duration ,
g lot tal area , vocal t ract length , and formant

[ 3 5]
.

However , no report on the contributions of these fea-
tures has been published.In this paper , these fea-
tures are ex tracted and used in the whispered tone

recognit ion.Their perfo rmances are compared , so the

best feature for w hispered tone recogni tion is ob-
tained.

2.1　Tone feature ex t raction

The ex traction methods of the amplitude enve-

lope , duration , glo ttal area , formant , and vocal t ract

length are as follows:

The amplitude envelope (AE)is ex t racted by

half-wave rect if ication and low-pass filtering wi th the

cutoff f requency of 500Hz.

The whispered speech is segmented into frames

of 22.5ms w ith the Hamming w indow .The durat ion
is the total frame number of the speech.For the iso-
lated w hispered Chinese , the duration of Tone 3 is

the longest and the duration of Tone 4 is the sho rtest

among the four tones.

The vocal t ract area (Am)is obtained from the

10th-order linear predictive coding (LPC)model[ 6]

Am =
1 -K m

1 +K m
Am-1 , (1)

where Km is the reflection coef ficient , A 1 is the area

near the glo ttis and it is used as the glo ttal area , and
A10 is the area near the lip and it is defined as the lip

area.

The formant tracks are obtained by the improved

dynamic prog ramming formant tracking algori thm[ 4] .
The second formant frequency t rack (F2)and the
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difference between the f irst tw o formant f requencies

(DF21)are used as the tone features.

The vocal t ract leng th (VTL)is est imated with

the vocal t ract area and formant value by the Wakita

algori thm[ 7] .The computation is complicated.

The tone pattern has no thing to do wi th the ab-
solute values of these features.I t is only related to

their contour shapes except the duration.So the dis-
crete orthogonal Legendre coef ficients aj(j =2 , 3 ,
4)[ 8] of these features are chosen as the tone features:

a j =
1

N +1 ∑
N

i=0
f

i
N
 j

i
N
,

j =2 , … ,4 , (2)
where N is the durat ion , and  ()is the Legendre

polynomial.

Because the tone information is decided mainly

by the f inal unit , only features in the final uni t are

considered.The final uni t can be obtained by the ini-
tial/ final segmentation method[ 9] .In order to avoid

the effect of the initial and the t railing part of the fi-
nal , the features in the 0.2 —0.8 part of the final are

ex tracted.

These features are input into the vecto r quantiza-
tion recognizer to train and recognize , respectively.

2.2　Experiment

Six simple Chinese w hispered vow els /i/ , /ǜ/ ,
/a/ , /o/ , /e/ and /u/ with four tones were ut tered

34 times by a woman in the lab with some machine

noises.The four speech data of every vow el w ith four

tones w ere used as the t raining set , and the other da-
ta were used as the recognizing set.These data are

used in all the experiments.The features mentioned

above w ere ex tracted , t rained and recognized , respec-
tively.

The tone recognit ion rates of all the features are

listed in Table 1 and Table 2.It can be concluded

that the contributions to the w hispered tone recogni-
tion from the largest to the smallest are amplitude en-

velope , vocal t ract leng th , vocal t ract area , and for-
mant change;and the duration is helpful to the tone

recognition , especially for Tone 3 and Tone 4.The
recognition rate of the amplitude envelope combined

w ith duration is highest , which is 49.4%, but i t is
low er than the human perception rate , 62.1%.So
the tone feature should be improved further.

Table 1.　The tone recognition rates of all the features wi thout duration

(%)

Ampli tude

envelope

(AE)

Glot tal
area

(A1)

Lip
area

(A 10)

2nd
formant

(F 2)

Formant
dif ference

(DF 21)

Vocal tract

length

(VTL)

34.2 27.1 25.8 23.6 23.8 31.4

Table 2.　The tone recogni tion rates of all the features w ith durat ion

(%)

Ampli tude

envelope

(AE)

Glot tal

area

(A1)

Lip

area

(A 10)

2nd

formant

(F 2)

Formant

dif ference

(DF 21)

Vocal

t ract length

(VTL)

49.4 46.1 43.8 38.1 38.9 47.0

3　Improved tone feature

In the study of chimaeric sounds[ 10] , it is found

that the perceptual importance of the envelope in-
creases w ith the number of f requency bands , while
that of the fine st ructure diminishes.So the multi

f requency bands envelope feature might be helpful to

the w hispered tone recognition.

In addition , the tone is suprasegmental phoneme

which is co rrelated w ith the human mentality and

hearing.So the psychological and audito ry feature

should be taken into considerat ion.The mult i f re-
quency bands envelope feature can be obtained by the

Mel-scale band-pass filters , which divide the f requen-
cy bands acco rding to the human psychological sense.
From the equal loudness contours , it can be seen that

the f requency response of the human auditory sy stem

is emphasized in the f requency range of 3 kHz—
5 kHz.So the speech spect rum should be weighted by

an IIR loudness-weight filter to emphasize this sensi-
tive f requency band[ 11] .The function of IIR loud-
ness-weight f il ter is given as

H(z)=1.3562
1-0.731z-1 -0.3362z-2 +0.6404z-3 -0.2448z-4 -0.113z-5 +0.0546z-6

1-0.5716z-1 -0.1191z-2 +0.1491z-3 -0.0549z-4 -0.0085z-5 -0.0009z-6
.(3)

　　So the loudness-weighted multi Mel-f requency
bands log-amplitude envelopes are used as the tone

features in the whispered Chinese tone recognition.
The band number is decided by the experiment.The
recognit ion results of different band numbers are

show n in Fig.2.In consideration of the recognition

rate and computat ional complexity , the loudness-
weighted 32 Mel-frequency bands log-ampli tude en-
velopes are chosen as the w hispered tone features.In
addition , the duration is added to improve the recog-
nition rate.The vector quantization is used as the rec-
ognizer.
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Fig.2.　The recognition results of dif ferent band num bers.

The tone recognition results of six vow els with

the loudness-weighted 32 M el-f requency bands log-
amplitude envelopes and duration are given in Fig.3.
The average tone recognit ion rates are 48.9%,
56.1%, 83.9%, and 70.6% for Tone 1 , Tone 2 ,
Tone 3 , and Tone 4 , respectively .The average tone

recognit ion rate fo r all the tones is 64.9%, and it has

approached that of the human perception level.It is
proved that loudness-weighted 32 Mel-f requency
bands log-amplitude envelopes and duration are the

main features in the automatic whispered tone recog-
nition.

Fig.3.　T he recognit ion result s of the imp roved features.

4　Conclusion

In this paper , the characteristics of w hispered

speech are int roduced and the w hispered tone features

are discussed.Because there is no F 0 in the w hispered

speech , other features , such as the amplitude enve-
lope , duration , glo ttal area , lip area , formant , and
vocal tract length , are ext racted and their contribu-
tions to the tone recognition are compared.By the

isolated Chinese tone experiments for speaker depen-
dent , i t is proved that the contributions to the w his-
pered tone recognition f rom the largest to the smallest

are amplitude envelope , vocal t ract length , vocal tract
area , and formant change;and the loudness-weighted

32 Mel-frequency bands log-amplitude envelopes and

duration , which simulate the psychological and audi-
to ry characteristics of human , can be used as the main

tone features in the whispered tone recognition.The
average tone recogni tion rates in the isolated whis-
pered Chinese approach that of the human percept ion

level.The preliminary results may be helpful to the

studies on Chinese whispered speech recognition and

conversion.

Without F 0 in w hispered speech , people tend to

exaggerate the movements of the speech organs to

make the w hispered speech more intelligible , so the

function of the amplitude envelope for the tone recog-
nition is strengthened , and the ampli tude envelope

becomes one of the main tone features.The recogni-
tion rate is lower than that of normal speech , which

is caused by the characteristics of the isolated whis-
pered speech.The study of the continuous whispered

tone recogni tion might improve the recognition rate.
This will be done in the future w ork.
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